
Inner Vision: Carola Compa and AJ Oishi Saturday February 23

   Sutil S 2018, Ceramic, 5.5 x 9 x 6 inches                     Compassion 2019, acrylic on canvas, 48 x 48  inches  

 

  

Argentina ceramic artist Carola Compa is residing briefly here in the West Coast and the gallery is excited to 
feature her unique use of one of man’s first art mediums: clay.  Compa graduated with honors  in architecture from 
Rosario National University, Argentina in 2002.  She worked in the field of Interior Design and explored furniture de-
sign to then focus entirely on three -dimensional abstract sculptures.Compa explains, as she builds her pieces, she 
uses her senses to connect with her sculptures, sensing the touch of the curves that translate into visual spaces 
that flow through the form. For her, the shapes arise from the trace of imaginary lines- they are the invisible record 
of the movement in time. The movements emerge from the perception of her body, her bones exploring the space, 
hence her forms much resemble those of skeletal structures.

Introducing to Canada the paintings of AJ Oishi, The gallery is pleased to present a style of work that incorporates 
the use of thousands of equally measured circles of paint that radiate in color apparitions from a bull’s eye compo-
sition. AJ’ art comes from her BA in  Economics and Sociology, a career path that required organization and de-
tailed analysis. AJ’s art making employs her science background with a drive to exude an emotive inner response 
to her outside experiences. As the process of the dot creation progresses in a piece, it is her challenge to maintain 
that emotional “vision” and ultimately translate that emotion to the viewer.
  

All images, dimensions and values for the exhibition are listed under Carola Compa and AJ Oishi at: http://www.kostuikgallery.com

Tuesday to Friday 10am – 6pm, Saturday 11-5pm, Sundays 1pm –  5pm. Private appointments are always welcome

Carola Compa Ceramics                     AJ Oishi Paintings 
Opening February 23rd 2-5pm, Artist in Attendance
Exhibition continues until March 15th 


